
ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION

Kester is a leading global supplier of assembly materials to the electronic assem-
bly, component and microelectronic marketplaces. Their products include an 
array of basic and high-tech attachment materials including traditional soldering 
chemicals, bar and wire solder and paste products. They serve a worldwide cus-
tomer base with facilities in North America, Germany and Singapore. They are 
an Illinois Tool Works (ITW) Company. ITW is a leading diversified manufacturing 
company with more than 100 years of history and approximately 90 decentral-
ized divisions in 57 countries.

CHALLENGE
Kester needed a solution that would replace the spreadsheets and emails they 
had been using to manage their information. Without a single source for storing 
and sharing data, it was difficult for Kester to keep track of their sales pipeline, 
support cases, and customer information. As a global organization with facilities 
around the world, it was important for the team to be able to coordinate their 
efforts effectively. “We really wanted to be able to work better together globally 
as a company so that we could be more effective in selling and supporting our 
customers globally,” says Terrilynn Short, Business Unit Manager at Kester. 

Kester wanted a solution that would also integrate well with their existing Micro-
soft technology and systems and after researching their options, the organiza-
tion chose Microsoft Dynamics CRM. 

Overall, Kester needed a solution that would:

+ Centralize islands of information that were scattered in different systems

+ Provide a single source of data for the entire organization to access and 

   share globally

+ Provide a clear view of the sales pipeline to allow for easy forecasting 

   and tracking of the sales process

+ Support their quality process and allow them to track support inquiries

+ Easily integrate with their existing Microsoft technology and tools
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CHALLENGE

The organization was  
lacking an integrated CRM  
solution that would allow them 
to automate tasks, better man-
age customer accounts and 
clinical services, as well overall  
record keeping and billing.

CASE STUDY

CONCERN: EAP  

IMPROVES CUSTOMER 

SERVICE, STREAMLINES 

BUSINESS  

OPERATIONS AND  

ADVANCES SALES  

CAPABILITIES WITH  

MICROSOFT  

DYNAMICS CRM

SOLUTION

PowerObjects implemented 
acustomized, reliable  
on-premise Microsoft  
Dynamics CRM/xRM.

BENEFITS

+ Integrated solution easily  
   accessible by all staff and 
   teams

+ Centralized location for all data

+ Improved customer service 
   capabilities 

+ Streamlined work processes

+ Flexible security and  
   compliance

CHALLENGE

Kester needed a CRM solution 
that would centralize their data, 
help track the sales process, 
manage their quality process, 
and integrate with existing 
technology. 

KESTER USES MICROSOFT 

DYNAMICS CRM ONLINE 

TO COLLABORATE  

EFFECTIVELY ACROSS 

THEIR GLOBAL FACILITIES 

AND PROVIDE PROACTIVE 

CUSTOMER SERVICE

SOLUTION

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online

BENEFITS

+ Centralized islands of infor- 
   mation that were scattered in
   different systems

+ Provides a single source of  
   data for the entire organization  
   to access and share globally

+ Provides a clear view of the 
   sales pipeline to allow for easy  
   forecasting and tracking of 
   sales process

+ Supports their quality process
   and allow them to track sup- 
   port inquiries

+ Easily integrates with their 
   existing Microsoft technology 
   and toolsSOLUTION

Kester selected PowerObjects as the partner to help them implement a Micro-
soft Dynamics CRM Online solution. “PowerObjects came highly recommended 
from Microsoft and we were drawn to the fact that PowerObjects has won the 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM Partner of the Year award several times. We also really 
appreciated their approach and experience,” says Short.

With PowerObjects’ help, the organization decided to implement a CRM Online 
solution over an On Premises option so their small IT team could rely on auto-
matic updates to their system and software. The solution is deployed and uti-
lized at all of Kester’s global facilities and has seen steady user adoption across 
locations. Kester uses Microsoft Dynamics CRM for managing their sales process 
and for providing service and support. 

“Our experience working with PowerObjects has been really great – they were 
able to fill in the gaps so we could achieve the solution we wanted. We also 
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ABOUT POWEROBJECTS 

Established in 1993,
PowerObjects is one of a hand-
ful of organizations recognized 
as a leader in delivering  
Microsoft Dynamics CRM/xRM 
solutions to customers.  
PowerObjects fully embraces 
the power of customer choice 
and offers hosted, on-premise 
and online CRM deployment 
options.

PowerObjects provides CRM
solutions to businesses and
non-profit organizations in
multiple industries including
healthcare, life scienes,
insurance, financial services,
publishing, distribution,
manufacturing and
professional services.

“Our experience working with PowerObjects has been really great – they were able 

to fill in the gaps so we could achieve the solution we wanted. We also appreciated 

the support they provided in terms of keeping us up to date on our project status 

and helping us stay on budget. We didn’t know much about CRM and they did a 

wonderful job of helping familiarize us with the solution and its capabilities.”

TERRILYNN SHORT
Business Unit Manager

Kester

BENEFITS

With Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Kester now has a holistic view of their sales pipe-
line making it much easier for their team to coordinate sales efforts. The organi-
zation is able to keep track of their contacts, leads, accounts, and use the system 
for tracking the sales process from opportunity to close. 

“Before Dynamics CRM, we didn’t have a clear view of our sales pipeline in terms 
of how many opportunities we had open, what customers we had, what prod-
ucts they used, or the time to close. This made it difficult to forecast and plan 
the business, and made it difficult to prioritize our sales efforts. Now we are able 
to push things to close and provide the right support to get the job done,” says 
Short. 

Kester also uses Dynamics CRM as a connections tool to help track the distrib-
utors they partner with.  The system helps connect end customers and distribu-
tors to a specific opportunity or customer complaint.

Dynamics CRM provides Kester with a centralized location for their data so it 
is no longer scattered across different systems. Information is shared globally 
across the organization easily and can be updated in real time. “Before we had 
Dynamics CRM, there were many information islands of data on customer proj-
ects, support cases, and other information. We didn’t have a good system in 
place in order to share information and leverage it. Everything was in different 
places and with different people, so if someone left Kester none of the informa-
tion they had would be maintained,” Short adds.

Kester now uses Dynamics CRM to support their quality process. Users are 
able create a case entity to enter an initial customer complaint or question. The 
Kester quality team views those cases, determines next steps, and use Dynamics 
CRM to follow the complaint to resolution. “Dynamics CRM has really stream-
lined our quality process. We have much better visibility into how many support 
items are open and what the time frame is,” Short says. 

By using Dynamics CRM, it was easy for Kester to integrate their existing Micro-
soft tools and migrate their Microsoft Outlook data into CRM. “PowerObjects did 
a great job helping us with dry runs for our data migration and creating tem-
plates for us to follow, to ensure we would import our data successfully,” adds 
Short.
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SOLUTION |continued|

appreciated the support they provided in terms of keeping us up to date on our 
project status and helping us stay on budget. We didn’t know much about CRM 
and they did a wonderful job of helping familiarize us with the solution and its 
capabilities,” Short says.



With the help of PowerObjects, the team at Kester has a Microsoft Dynamics 
CRM Online solution configured to meet their business needs. Kester now has 
a single, integrated solution to help them manage their customer and projects 
data, sales process, and quality process. The organization can work together 
more effectively across their global facilities and provide proactive customer 
service. 

“PowerObjects really helped us think through the process so our solution would 
be both effective but wouldn’t drive cost and hours. They did a lot of configura-
tion for our system and ensured that we had a tool that was easy to use,” says 
Short.
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BENEFITS |continued|

“PowerObjects really 

helped us think through 

the process so our  

solution would be both  

effective but wouldn’t 

drive cost and hours. They 

did a lot of configuration 

for our system and  

ensured that we had a 

tool that was easy to use.”

TERRILYNN SHORT

Business Unit Manager

Kester


